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Accordingto the Journal of the
American Medical Association,
pharmaceutical companies invested
more than $95 billion in medical
research in 2005.

The Center for Medicare &
Medicaid Services reported that
U.S. healthcare spending reached
a staggering $3.5 trillion in 2017.
That’s nearly $11,000perperson!

Why do we spend so much on our
health? Sure, we want to live longer,
but we also want to enjoy life while
we’re living. We want longevity and
quality of life.

Unfortunately, traditional medicine
usually overpromises and
under-delivers. You’re promised a
solution but suffer the side effects.
You’re promised freedom from
pain but become a prisoner to
prescriptions. If you’ve experienced
this or know someone who has,
you understand the frustration and
hopelessness the “pill for every ill”
system leads to.

But I have good news foryou. One of
the leading, root causes of illness can
be resolved without a doctor, without
a prescription, and without surgery.
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This underlying cause fueling disease is nutrient deficiencies. You
see, vitamins, minerals, enzymes, and cofactors (enzyme “helpers”)
drive physiology and are required to sustain life. Deficiencies of these
life-sustainers occur gradually, so they often go unnoticed even while
they contribute to symptoms.

Most of the vitamins we need are
produced directly or indirectly by plants
(except vitamin D which can come from
sun exposure and vitamin B 12which can
be produced by gut bacteria).So, why do
people have deficiencies ifeverything
they need is readily available? Here are a
few reasons:

◆ Gut issues (including leaky gut)

◆ Low stomach acid

◆ Stress

◆ Bad diet

◆ Medication use

◆ Refined, Processed food

Many health-conscious people turn to supplements to make up for their
nutrient deficiencies. Unfortunately, the vast majority of supplements on the
market aren’t made from food, but from synthetic chemical isolates. That’s
a problem because vitamins exist in nature as complexes—they contain
enzymes and other compounds that only exist in food and cannot be
perfectly duplicated in a laboratory.

Taking these synthetic vitamins will make your body more deficient over
time. They act as drugs, not as nutrients. In fact, synthetic vitamins can
be toxic in high doses. Over the next few pages, we’ll identify 3 common
nutrient deficiencies, where you can find them in nature, and how the
synthetic alternatives compare.
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#1. Mineral Deficiency
There are many essential minerals, but calcium and magnesium
deficiencies are some of the most common we see.

Calcium: Found in every cell and concentrated in bones and
teeth, calcium is the most abundant mineral in the body. It
is used for bone formation, nerve conduction, and immune
system function.

TheNatural Source: You can find this in vegetables and dairy products.
The Synthetic Knock-off: Unfortunately, most calcium supplements on the
market are made from calcium carbonate which basically is limestone or
rock. It is not easily absorbed by the body which means you’re getting less
bang for your buck.

Magnesium: Magnesium is required for over 600 enzyme activities.
It is crucial for utilizing calcium, regulating muscle contractions,
supporting bone health, relieving stress, improving your mood and
sleep and much more.

TheNatural Source: You can find magnesium in nuts, seeds, whole grains,
and vegetables.
The Synthetic Knock-off: Synthetic magnesium can come in many forms, one
is magnesium oxide. These supplements are barely absorbed by the body.
Only about 5% of it is useful to the body compared to its natural alternative.
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#2.Water Soluble Vitamin Deficiency
Vitamins may be water soluble or fat soluble. Water soluble
vitamins include the vitamin B complex and Vitamin C.

Vitamin B: At least 25 B complex vitamins have been
identified so far. These are central to the metabolism of all
cells, and are crucial for your heart, nerves, muscles, mood,
energy, mitochondria, digestion, hormones and much more.

TheNatural Source: B complex vitamins exist together in nutritional yeast,
liver, whole grains, organ meats, nuts, beans and peas.
The Synthetic Knock-off: Taking a single B complex vitamin (which is usually
what you’ll find in synthetic form) can cause deficiencies of the other B
vitamins. Want another reason to avoid synthetic B vitamins? What if I told
you they are made from petroleum and coal tar? Yep. It’s gross, but true.

Vitamin C: Contrary to popular belief, ascorbic acid is NOT vitamin
C. Look at your nutrition label if you don’t believe me! Ascorbic acid
is a component of vitamin C —specifically, the outer protective
layer. Vitamin C complex contains rutin, bioflavonoids, tyrosinase
(organic copper), and vitamin P and J.

Vitamin C is critical for many functions, including blood vessel integrity (think
heart disease), proper immune function (think colds, viruses, the flu), and
much more!
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#3. Fat Soluble Vitamin Deficiency
Many different types of essential fatty acids (EFAs) exist. You can
divide EFAs into omega-6and omega-3.We generally consume
too much omega 6, but not enough omega-3.

TheNatural Source: You can find this essential vitamin in fresh fruit and
vegetables, especially citrus fruit. It also occurs naturally in the adrenal
glands of animals. This is how our ancestors got their vitamin C fix even
though they didn’t have access to fresh fruit year-round.
The Synthetic Knock-off: Synthetic vitamin C (which, as noted earlier, is
just ascorbic acid) is made from genetically modified corn syrup.

This is a problem since omega-3 fatty acids are known to promote
brain and heart health, fight depression and anxiety, regulate
inflammation, fight autoimmune disease, and much more!

TheNatural Source: You can find omega-3 fatty fish, grass-fed beef, and egg
yolks. If you can’t consume a sufficient amount of omega-3 in your normal diet,
a whole food supplement provides the same benefit in a concentrated form.
The Synthetic Knock-off: You’ve heard of “snake oil salesmen.” The phrase
conjures up images of shady swindlers trying to exploit an unsuspecting
public by selling fake cures. Sadly, “fish oil salesmen” are rarely better. Fatty
fish is a great source of omega-3, but the Department of Nutrition Sciences
at Purdue University published research showing that 70% of omega-3
supplements tested did not contain the stated label amount of EPA or DHA.
Further studies show that fish oil products from the largest fish oil brands in
the U.S. contain oxidized lipids, toxins, and saturated fats. Not good.



Nutrient deficiencies are a root cause of most diseases. Correcting
these deficiencies is essential to achieving better health.
Unsurprisingly, nature offers the safest and best way of providing
nutrition. Every vitamin, mineral, amino acid, enzyme, and
phytochemical found in nature comes packaged with an abundance
of other nutrients and balanced in a way that ensures optimal
absorption and function in the body.

Human-made, isolated supplements are lacking many of the benefits
you’ll find in the natural source. These synthetic knockoffs are dead
chemicals. Ingesting these lifeless chemicals won’t build health.
In fact, the body may treat these chemicals as toxins—leading to
deficiencies or imbalances.

Yourbody knows the
differencebetween
what is fake and

what isreal. Youneed
biochemicals that are
readily-accepted by
yourbody and can be
used formaintenance,
repair, energy, and
proper function.
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Our Advice: Say “no” to nature’s knockoffs. Get your vitamins,
minerals, and essential fatty acids from quality whole foods
and supplements with whole food concentrates.

Looking for the best, natural supplements? Fast Track to Health is
committed to the whole food philosophy of nutrition and finding the
underlying cause. If you are interested in learning more about these
products or to be evaluated for your own nutritional requirements,
schedule a free consultation with us today!
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